Third position base changes in codons 5' and 3' adjacent UGA codons affect UGA suppression in vivo.
The base sequence around nonsense codons affects the efficiency of nonsense codon suppression. Published data, comparing different nonsense sites in a mRNA, implicate the two bases downstream of the nonsense codon as major determinants of suppression efficiency. However, the results we report here indicate that the nature of the contiguous upstream codon can also affect nonsense suppression, as can the third (wobble) base of the contiguous downstream codon. These conclusions are drawn from experiments in which the two Ser codons UCU233 and UCG235 in a nonsense mutant form (UGA234) of the trpA gene in Escherichia coli have been replaced with other Ser codons by site-directed mutagenesis. Suppression of these trpA mutants has been studied in the presence of a UGA nonsense suppressor derived from glyT. We speculate that the non-site-specific effects of the two adjacent downstream bases may be largely at the level of the termination process, whereas more site-specific or codon-specific effects may operate primarily on the activity of the suppressor tRNA.